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Executive Summary 
 

As a social housing provider St Leger Homes and Doncaster Council recognise the vital role that good 
housing management plays to support people to build a sustainable home and sustainable, thriving 
communities.  Working in partnership is crucial to deliver this and we are committed to working closely 
with all key stakeholders across the borough. 

We acknowledge the role of housing management is becoming more complex and difficult and tenants 
require more support to live happy and successful lives.  We value our staff and ensure they have the 
right skills, attitudes and values to deliver excellent and tailored services to our tenants. 

Our housing management strategy identifies the challenges of delivering tenancy and estate 
management services and how this links to wider neighbourhood management and demonstrates how 
we will deliver excellence through strategic objectives linked to our overall corporate objectives and 
linked to the wider vision and plans for the borough. 
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Foreword 
St Leger Homes of Doncaster (SLHD) is an Arm’s Length Management Organisation (ALMO) managing 
social housing and other assets on behalf of Doncaster Council (DC).  St Leger Homes provides services 
to a number of customers including council tenants and household members, leaseholders, private 
sector landlords, and other residents of the neighbourhoods it manages.  We deliver our Housing 
Management service through four area based housing teams located in the urban centres of Doncaster. 

Our asset profile includes: 
 20,188 properties  
 53 communal halls 
 208 garage sites with 1615 garages  
 76 garage plot sites with 720 plots  
 20 shop parades with 100 shops 
 154 private rented properties via our social lettings agency, St Leger Lettings  

We are pleased to present our first Housing Management Strategy, which sets out our plans to deliver 
first class housing management services and respond to the challenges that our tenants and our 
communities face, both current and in the future.  At this time of austerity with poverty levels high, anti-
social behaviour and crime increasing, homelessness and rough sleeping and expectations of housing 
providers growing, we need more than ever to deliver effective, efficient and joined up housing 
management services. 

This strategy sets out our vision, model, resources and objectives to ensure we provide our tenants and 
the wider communities of Doncaster what they need to succeed now and in the future, to ensure our 
tenants feel safe, and have a voice with opportunities for involvement. 

We are building on the great services we have always delivered to tenants and have many things that 
we are already proud of: 

 Delivered comprehensive tenancy support services to tenants around financial inclusion, money 
management and how to manage a tenancy; 

 Tackled anti-social behaviour effectively over a number of years with high amounts of resolved 
cases and customer satisfaction; 

 Our staff are well trained in all areas of safeguarding and vulnerability and have undertaken a 
significant amount of safeguarding referrals as well as providing early help and support to 
vulnerable individuals and families; 

 Worked alongside homelessness and complex lives to integrate and support some of the most 
vulnerable people into our communities; 

 Deliver a comprehensive estate management service including grounds maintenance, 
communal area inspections and estate walks to ensure our estates are safe and clean; 

 Delivered effective environmental improvements alongside our asset management colleagues 
to improve quality of life and design out crime and anti-social behaviour; 

 Delivered a robust hot spot strategy to tackle some of our most deprived and challenging areas; 
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 Close working with our partners such as; South Yorkshire Police (SYP), South Yorkshire Fire & 
Rescue (SYFR), Doncaster Council’s Neighbourhood Teams, Early Help Team, Doncaster 
Children’s Trust (DCST), Department of Work & Pensions (DWP), Public Health, wider support 
agencies  

However, there are many challenges that mean that we need to constantly evolve and improve the 
ways we support our tenants.  Universal Credit alone is a huge change for us with over the period of this 
strategy around 7,500 tenants set to move on to UC from Housing Benefit resulting in an additional £24 
million per year rent that was previously paid direct to the landlord now needing to be collected from 
7,500 tenants. 

This alongside other challenges such as health, safety and compliance, anti-social behaviour, organised 
crime groups, vulnerable individuals with multiple reinforcing dependencies alongside increasing levels 
of poverty and homelessness means we need to be better than ever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Figures quoted are as at 31 August 2019 
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Our Mission, Values and Strategic Objectives 
St Leger Homes’ mission, values and strategic objectives sit within our Corporate Plan for 2019 – 2024 
and are a statement of our commitment to delivering excellent services for our customers and creating 
quality neighbourhoods where people want to live. They have been developed through extensive 
consultation across the borough with tenants, staff and partners that resulted in over two thousand 
ideas and comments.  They set the ambitions that we have to ensure that we are always improving.  

Our Mission:  

 To provide homes in neighbourhoods that people are proud to live in 

Our Strategic Objectives: 

 All our homes are modern, decent, safe and energy efficient 
 Our tenants live successful and fulfilling lives  
 We will be a nationally recognised provider of housing services 
 Through innovation and partnership working, we will deliver the aims of Doncaster Growing 

Together 
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Our Values and Behaviours 

Our Values of Fairness, Excellence, Empowerment and Local have been in place for a number of years 
but still stand the test of time and set out the core principles by which we work.  Our Behaviours have 
been developed by all our staff, embedded into our ways of working and are key to our future success.  
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National and Local Picture  
National Context 

The social housing green paper titled “A new deal for social housing” published on 14 August 2018 is the 
Government’s vision for social housing.  It sets out proposals to rebalance the relationship between 
tenants and landlords, drawing on the Government’s engagement with social tenants following the 
tragic events at Grenfell Tower. 

The paper is designed around five themes: 

 Ensuring homes are safe and decent home for residents 
 Effective resolution of complaints 
 Empowering residents and strengthening the regulator  
 Tackling stigma and celebrating thriving communities 
 Expanding supply and supporting home ownership 

Following the Hackitt Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety, MHCLG launched a consultation 
document ‘Building a Safer Future – Proposals for reform of the building safety regulatory system’.  
Whilst at the time of writing this strategy, this is only a consultation document, it is clear that significant 
changes are on the very near horizon that go beyond the traditional bricks and mortar building 
regulatory system into how the buildings are used and managed. These proposals will significantly 
change our approach to managing high risk residential buildings.   

There are four consumer standards set down by the Regulator of Social housing, which we are 
committed to being compliant against:  

 Tenant Involvement and Empowerment 
 Home  
 Tenancy  
 Neighbourhoods and Communities  

There are many other challenges facing housing providers now, which affect the ability to provide 
sustainable, and thriving communities, some of the issues and challenges are: 

 Homelessness and rough sleeping; 
 Increasing levels of crime; 
 Organised Crime Groups; 
 Anti-Social Behaviour / Youth Nuisance; 
 Substance misuse and other addictions such as gambling; 
 Child Sexual Exploitation and Child Criminal Exploitation; 
 Poverty, welfare reform; 
 Unemployment, worklessness;  
 Mental Health, Safeguarding; neglect, abuse; 
 Loneliness and isolation 
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Doncaster Context   

Doncaster is located in the centre of South Yorkshire and is the largest geographic metropolitan borough 
in England.  It has an estimated population of 306,3971. Doncaster is ranked the 39th most deprived 
local authority out of 326 areas nationally2.  This places Doncaster in the 12% most deprived areas 
across England.  

By working in partnership with Customers, Doncaster Council and Team Doncaster, Doncaster’s first  
State of the Borough Assessment has been produced and provides an overall ‘picture’ of quality of life in 
the borough across four themes.  This combined with the Doncaster Growing Together Prospectus sets 
out Doncaster’s shared vision where Doncaster is a thriving place to learn, work, live and care, creating 
an environment that means:. 

 
The Team Doncaster Partnership oversees four thematic partnerships boards that direct activity to 
where it is needed the most. 

The four thematic boards are: 

 Children's & Families Strategic Partnership Board  
 Enterprising Doncaster  
 Health & Wellbeing Board  
 Safer Stronger Doncaster  

The Safer Stronger Doncaster Partnership (SSDP) functions as Doncaster’s Community Safety 
Partnership to build strong and resilient communities.  The SSDP works to reduce crime and disorder in 
                                                      

1 Data Source: Office for National Statistics, Population estimates 2016 
2 Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2010 
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Doncaster's communities.  Alongside St Leger Homes, the Partnership involves members of the police, 
council, NHS and a range of other public sector and voluntary agencies. 

Reducing crime and disorder in our communities helps to improve the quality of life for residents, and 
contributes to the regeneration of Doncaster. This can only be achieved by working with the community 
to identify the issues that matter most to residents. The Partnership enables this to happen by bringing 
together agencies with an interest in community safety, and co-ordinating efforts to reduce crime across 
the borough. 

SLHD plays a major role in the whole Team Doncaster partnership and the DGT plans.  Housing 
Management plays a key role in the SSDP and the delivery of Doncaster’s Community Safety Strategy 
2018 - 21 working to a partnership structure from the top to the grass roots of our services through 
Neighbourhood Action Groups (NAGs), Case Identification Meetings (CIMs), Stronger Families and multi-
agency case conferences. 

St Leger Homes is integrated into the Partnership Hub set up to manage and reduce vulnerability and 
complex cases across Doncaster linked to crime and anti-social behaviour and playing an active part in 
the review of locality working. 

Links to other plans and strategies 

Housing management and creating sustainable communities is an integral part of many other plans and 
strategies in Doncaster: 

 Doncaster Housing Strategy 2015 – 25  
 

 

 Doncaster Tenancy Strategy 2017 – 22  
 
 Doncaster Community Safety Strategy 2018 – 21  
 
 Doncaster Homelessness Strategy 2015 – 20  
 
 Doncaster Anti-Poverty Commitments  
 
 Doncaster Children & Young Peoples Plan 2017 – 20  
 
 SLHD Customer Involvement Strategy 2018 – 21  
 
 SLHD Customer Access Strategy 2015 – 20  
 
 SLHD Environmental Strategy 2017 – 20  

 
 SLHD Asset Management Strategy 2015 – 20  
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Our Housing Management Objectives for 2019-2024 

Underpinning our approach to housing management is our ‘Support to Sustain’ model with a vision of 
‘Creating Successful, Thriving, Sustainable tenancies’ and the overall mission of St Leger to ‘provide 
homes in neighbourhoods that people are proud to live in’.  The Support to Sustain model is designed to 
assess our tenant’s needs in a timely and effective way and provide the right level of tailored support for 
their circumstances and needs and bring them to a place of stability and confidence. 

We work with many partners and agencies in this regard such as external support providers, external 
training and statutory support providers. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Our housing management vision Support to Sustain, creating successful, thriving and sustainable 
tenancies’ has been developed through detailed consultation with our workforce and customers.  To 
deliver this vision we have developed four objectives, which are aligned and contribute directly to the 
four objectives in our Corporate Plan, listed on page 5.   
 
Again, these objectives were developed in consultation with staff, partners and customers.  Our action 
plan details how we will deliver these objectives and our vision. 
 

Objective 1 – We will contribute to creating attractive and safe neighbourhoods where 
people want to live 

Our plans include: 

 Implement actions arising from Fire Safety Recommendations in our high risk buildings 
 Develop individual engagement strategies for high risk buildings  
 Deliver a rolling programme of annual fire safety checks in all our high risk buildings 
 Implement estate profiling to identify high risk areas and target accordingly  
 Contribute to the Organised Crime Group strategy for the borough  
 Deliver a cyclical garage site inspection programme  

Tenancy Ready -
Sustainable

Housing Plus -
Sustainable with 
support

Intensive Support -
Unable to sustain 
without intensive 
support

Intensive Non 
Engagement
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 Deliver a proactive strategy to manage and maintain trees in enclosed gardens and open plan 
land and deliver the objective of trees being seen as a valuable asset  

Objective 2 - We will create successful, thriving and sustainable tenancies  

Our plans include: 

 Review, evaluate and improve our Support to Sustain model 
 Implement a tenancy ready model to provide tenant with the tools and skills to manage  
 Review and analyse the reasons for tenancy failures  
 Develop an evictions prevention panel  
 Strengthen our financial inclusion work in partnership with the Anti-Poverty Strategy Group and 

Financial Inclusion Group 
 Increase the range of housing options available via St Leger Lettings 
 Develop and deliver a focused income management action plan to ensure modern, effective and 

efficient service delivery including payment methods 
 Develop tenant estate champions across the borough 
 Communicate our estate walk schedule widely to encourage tenant participation and feedback 

to tenants on the outcomes 
 Develop multi-agency hot spot plans in partnership 
 Deliver and evaluate our Garage 32 project, helping tenants with recycled goods who need them 

most 

Objective 3 – We will deliver consistent and excellent services with a well managed and 
productive workforce, delivering value for money across all services 

Our plans include: 

 Evaluate the success of interventions and feedback to tenants  
 Review and implement customer satisfaction surveys and act on the findings  
 Link to our Customer Involvement Strategy so that our customer involvement methods are 

embedded into our housing management functions, developing community investment  
 Develop an ASB evaluation framework to demonstrate outcomes, effectiveness and VFM 
 Ensure we deliver upper quartile performance when compared to organisations nationally 

through further developing benchmarking 
 Deliver our performance management framework including case supervision and compliance 
 Deliver annual resilience training for staff 
 Hold housing management strategic planning days 
 Develop and embed a Housing Officer Handbook 
 Deliver digital transformation including mobile working and improved IT as part of our 

organisational wide digital transformation Board 
 Deliver a management development programme using a competencies framework 
 Develop and manage our workforce through individual performance management, professional 

development and support 
 Review the St Leger Lettings model to ensure it delivers value for money  
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 Increase the St Leger Lettings private property portfolio 
 Deliver the Rapid Rehousing Pathway funding outcomes to increase private properties available 

for homeless families  
 Link private sector property management to wider regeneration for the borough  
 Undertake a full review of the enclosed garden service to provide value for money 
 Increase the range of work delivered by the gardening team  

Objective 4 - Contribute to wider agendas and be respected by our partners with a 
good record of accomplishment of delivery 

 Our plans include: 

 Contribute to the Child Criminal Exploitation strategy for the borough  
 Contribute to the review of the localities project under the SSDP 
 Deliver on the stronger families’ agenda  
 Develop joint working with Public Health 
 Contribute towards the early help strategy and the local support group pilots  
 Contribute to the Safeguarding agenda, including sub groups 
 Contribute to the Doncaster Domestic Abuse strategy  
 Contribute to the Doncaster Anti-Poverty Strategy  
 Work closely with the Department of Work and Pensions on the Universal Credit migration 
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How We Work 
 

Locality Based  

We deliver our housing management services from four localities; Central, South West, East and North.  
Across these areas, we deliver services to customers from five areas offices and four additional 
customer service centers on a part time basis.  We strive to deliver excellent customer services and 
through our digital transformation programme are motivated to increasing digital access but with the 
acknowledgement that we need to continue to provide face to face and telephony services in the 
localities where our communities are.  
 

The Legal Framework  

We deliver our services within the legal framework laid down by government.  Our Secure Tenancy 
Agreement is a very important document and provides comprehensive information on our legal 
obligations and our tenant’s legal obligations.  Legislation set down for us centres around the following 
statutes, but is not an exhaustive list: 
 

 Housing Acts 1985, 1988, 1996, 2004 
 Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 
 Environmental Protection Act 1990 
 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 
 Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 
 Localism Act 2011 
 Welfare Reform Act 2012 
 Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 
 ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014 
 Care Act 2014 
 Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 
 Housing and Planning Act 2016 
 Homeless Reduction Act 2017 
 General Data Protection Regulations Act 2018 
 Homes (fitness for human habitation) Act 2018 

 

Tenancy Management 

Our objective is to deliver robust, effective and inclusive tenancy management services to our tenants to 
enable our tenants to live happy and successful lives.  Our tenancy agreement sets out clearly our 
landlord responsibilities and those of our tenants.  We adopt an approach of zero tolerance in relation 
to tenancy breaches and aim to respond diligently and effectively to all issues.  We do however 
recognise that our tenants require help and support and some require more support than others do. 
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Types of Tenancy 
 
St Leger Homes allocate tenancy types as per the Council’s Allocations Policy and Tenancy Strategy.  The 
different types of tenancy are: 

 Secure Introductory  
 Secure 
 Fixed Term Secure 
 Licences  

 

Anti-Social Behaviour & Community Safety 

Our objective is to create neighbourhoods where our tenants and their families can enjoy a quality of 
life free from crime and ASB.  To achieve this objective, we need to work closely with partners, tenants 
and the wider community.  We participate and actively contribute to partnership operations and 
measures to tackle serious ASB and crime such as: 
 

 Operation Civitas – multi-agency regeneration; 
 Organised Crime Group strategy; 
 Child Criminal and Sexual Exploitation; 
 Prevent  

 
Our approach to ASB is a balanced one: 
 

 Early intervention; investment and prevention; 
 Support; 
 Enforce; 
 Rehabilitate; 

 
Early Intervention, Investment, Prevention 
 
We recognise that one of the most effective ways to tackle ASB is to take a multi-agency preventative 
approach.  We will work closely with partners in the SSDP and use a range of prevention and 
intervention measures: 
 

 Demotion orders 
 Civil injunctions  
 Local Lettings policies  
 Environmental improvements  
 Additional lighting  
 Mediation  
 Acceptable Behaviour Contracts (ABC’s) 
 Positive activities  
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 Target hardening  
 Sanctuary scheme 
 CCTV 
 Community Impact Assessments 

 
Support 
 
We provide support for victims and perpetrators of ASB through the following measures: 

 Stronger Families  
 Early Help  
 Vulnerable Victim Risk Assessments  
 Self-Neglect / Hoarding Risk Management Tool (SNARM) 
 Vulnerable Persons Panel referrals  
 Relocation where appropriate via Housing Assessment Panel (HAP) 
 Tenancy Support  
 Parenting referrals  
 Wellbeing referrals  
 Support agencies  

 
Enforce 
 
We recognise that although perpetrators of ASB and crime very often require help and support, 
enforcement is often necessary to combat ASB.  We will use of a wide range of legal powers available 
and work with partners to maximise outcomes.  Legal tools and powers are: 

 Possession 
 Absolute Possession 
 Demotion 
 Anti-Social Behaviour Injunctions (ASBI) 
 Criminal Behaviour Orders (CBO) 
 Dispersal Orders 
 Public Space Protection Orders (PSPO) 
 Closure of Premises Orders 

 
Rehabilitate  
 
We appreciate that some perpetrators will require help and support to sustain their tenancy and 
prevent them losing their home.  We will work in partnership with all available support agencies to help 
rehabilitate and prevent further reoccurrence of ASB and crime. 

 

Estate Management 

Excellent estate management is integral to achieving safe and clean estates and communities.  Our 
estate management functions are primarily delivered by our area based teams and complimented by 
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external services, other departments and service level agreements with Doncaster Council and 
partnership working.  Although environmental improvements and fencing schemes are integral to estate 
management and regeneration we do have to work within budget constraints and will always ensure 
such schemes and improvements provide the maximum value for money for our tenants.  The services 
below make up our comprehensive estate management services: 
 

 

Fire Safety & Compliance 

Keeping our tenants safe is our number one priority.  Fire safety, compliance, and the recommendations 
arising from the Independent Review of building regulations and fire safety, the Hackitt Review is 
paramount to our housing management functions. 
 
We manage nine high rise blocks, all of which we carry out annual fire risk assessments and implement 
the actions arising from these.  We also manage many low rise blocks of self contained flats and some 
bedsit accommodation with communal areas, which we also deliver robust safety and compliance 
checks. 
 
We also carry out annual Fire Safety Checks on all individual properties within our high risk blocks.  
Alongside this, to increase tenant engagement and involvement we have a High Rise Forum made up of 
tenant representatives.  We consult and engage with our tenants in all high risk residential buildings 
around fire safety on a regular basis. 
 
We have a zero tolerance approach to fire safety and compliance and have robust no access procedures 
in place whilst working with our tenants and providing the necessary support. 
 

Safeguarding and dealing with vulnerable people  
Children and adult safeguarding remains a key priority for St Leger Homes, and as a consequence we 
have a comprehensive safeguarding approach embedded within all our services. 
 

Estate Walk 
Programme

Garage Site 
Inspection 
Schedule

Community 
Caretaker Service

Communal Area 
maintenance and 

cleaning

Open Plan 
Grounds 

Maintenance

Neighbourhood 
Response Team

CCTV / Concierge 
Services

Tree 
maintenance

Enclosed Garden 
Service

Environmental 
Improvements  / 
Parking Schemes

Community 
Clean Ups Fencing Schemes
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At St Leger Homes we have a safeguarding process that includes a single point of contact for all staff to 
report any concerns. This process has greatly supported the prevention of abuse and reduced risk.  
The single point of contact process enables all employees to report any concerns they have seen, heard 
or received from residents or other professionals they may come across whilst carrying out their day to 
day duties. Our proactive working practice enables us to conduct courtesy visits to customers and, 
through engagement, identify, offer and arrange tailored advice and support services to meet their 
individual needs at an early stage.   
 
All incidents of safeguarding are treated as a high priority and visits are made to the individual’s address 
within 24 hours of receiving the information. All cases are monitored and overseen by our Safeguarding 
& Partnership Manager. 
St Leger Homes is also a member of the Domestic Violence and Sexual Violence Strategy Group, 
Doncaster Domestic Violence Working Party, Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conferences (MARAC), Hate 
Crime Multi Agency Partnership (HMAP), Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA); the 
MAPPA Strategic Management Board, Doncaster Children’s Trust Growing Futures - Operational & 
Strategic Groups, and the Vulnerable Persons Panel. 
 

Income Management & Financial Inclusion 

Income management is an increasingly business critical service area and a high priority for SLHD is to 
effectively manage this to sustain tenancies and maximise rental income.  To date the challenges posed 
by welfare reform have been robustly and effectively managed.   
 
However, these changes continue to be a growing challenge with the roll out of Universal Credit (UC) to 
larger families, the Habitual Residency Test and poverty and affordability levels.  We have robust and 
timely procedures in place for the recovery of current rent arrears, former tenant arrears and other 
housing related debt.  Our procedures are in line with our ‘Support to Sustain’ model with the provision 
of support being paramount.  However, our procedures are fair but firm and we will enforce and 
progress legal possession action where absolutely necessary as a last resort. 
 
The main objectives of our income management service are: 

 Tenants - Proactive processes as part of our Support to Sustain model to ensure customers are 
identified early and provided the right level of support 

 Workforce - Ensure employees are highly trained and motivated with the necessary skills and 
tools to deliver an excellent service and instil a culture of sustaining tenancies 

 Systems - Maximise income collection through efficient, accessible, reliable systems and 
solutions which meet the needs of customers 

 Inclusion - Raising customers financial inclusion by increasing access to low cost finance, debt 
advice, welfare benefits advice, money management skills and managing income and 
expenditure and increasing employment opportunities via our World of Work programme 

 
Financial Inclusion is key to our income management processes and to our tenant’s quality of life.  We 
will carry out financial activities to our tenants through our Tenancy Sustainability team and Income 
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Management team and provide money management advice and assistance wider than just helping 
tenants to pay their rent, we: 

 Chair Doncaster’s Anti-Poverty Strategy Group 
 Chair the Financial Inclusion Group 
 Work closely with South Yorkshire Credit Union, Citizens Advice Bureau and other financial 

support agencies  

 
Performance Management Framework 

We have a robust performance management culture across housing management.  We have a suite of 
Key Performance Indicators, which are part of the organisations overall performance management, 
reported to the Board and the Council.  We also have local performance indicators, which we monitor 
on a monthly basis, and produced quarterly performance exception reports to address issues and 
highlight good performance. 
 
For income management and tenancy sustainability, we have adopted a balanced scorecard approach to 
drive positive behaviours and celebrate successes:  

 

 
  

Tenancy 
Failures 

prevented

Current Rent 
Arrears 

Number of 
Evictions 

% rent 
collected 

Number of 
failed 

tenancies in 
first 12 
months 

Financial 
Gains for 

customers 

Former 
Tenant 
Arrears 

Tenancies 
sustained 

post 
intensive 
support 
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Key Success Measures  
 
The SMART action plan will ensure the objectives within the strategy are delivered within the life of the 
strategy.  To ensure effective outcomes are achieved we have developed critical success factors 
specifically to deliver the objectives: 

 Number of tenancies assessed via our RAG Support to Sustain model and % in each category 
= % Intensive 
= % Housing Plus 
= % Tenancy Ready Sustainable 

 % tenancies stepped down from Intensive  
 % tenancies sustained for 6 months post intensive support 
 % new tenancies failed within first 12 months   
 % tenancy turnover 
 Number of evictions for rent arrears  
 % tenants satisfied with neighbourhood as a place to live 
 % tenants satisfied with overall services provided 
 Outcomes and improvements made as a direct result of customer involvement  
 Number of estate champions  
 % of fire safety checks programme delivered  
 Number of hotspot/high risk estates  
 Number of customer representatives attending estate walks  
 % communal areas meeting standard 
 Open plan areas meeting standard  
 % ASB cases resolved against number reported 
 % contact contracts adhered to 
 Complaints received and upheld 
 % customers satisfied with the outcome of ASB cases handled 
 % customers satisfied with how ASB case was handled 
 Landlords satisfied with services provided by St Leger Lettings  
 Number of properties managed by St Leger Lettings  
 Number of properties managed by St Leger Lettings via Rapid Rehousing Pathway Project 
 Number of customers receiving the garden service 
 Number of safeguarding referrals 
 Number of stronger families cases referred for payment by result 
 % of UC cases in arrears  
 Average increase of arrears for UC cases  

 
A SMART action plan for year one of the strategy is attached at Appendix A. 
This will be monitored annually by Board, including progress towards the key success measures set 
out above, and an annual action plan produced for each year to deliver the overall objectives of the 
Strategy set out on pages 9-11. 


